2020 Student Affairs
Greatness Awards

New Professional of the Year – Carter Kittrell
Unsung Hero Award – Gayla McLeod
Extra Mile Award – Tara Hill
Bright Idea Award – Gernisha “Sha” Parnell
Friend of the Division Award – Jon Coder
Distinguished Leadership Award – Michael Stewart

Middle Georgia State University
2019 Student Affairs Greatness Awards

New Professional of the Year – Melissa Skolnick
Unsung Hero Award – James Hagler
Extra Mile Award – Diane Goodman
Friend of the Division Award – Ryan Greene
Distinguished Leadership Award - Brian Harrell
2018 Student Affairs Greatness Awards

New Professional of the Year – Marissa Parker
Unsung Hero Award – Sara Darsey
Extra Mile Award – Demetrius Smith
Bright Idea Award – Chip Smith
Friend of the Division Award – Tyler Horne
Distinguished Leadership Award – Leigh Ann Tribble

Middle Georgia State University
2017 Student Affairs Greatness Awards

New Professional of the Year – Devereaux Lindsey
Unsung Hero Award – Heather McIntosh
Extra Mile Award – John Jeanes
Friend of the Division Award – Jed Edge
Distinguished Leadership Award – Corey Guyton
2016 Student Affairs Greatness Awards

Unsung Hero Award – Dallas Beissel
Extra Mile Award – Gerry Reeves
Bright Idea Award – Keigan Evans
Friend of the Division Award - Rene Teagle
Distinguished Leadership Award – Melinda Moffett
2015 Student Affairs Greatness Awards

New Professional of the Year – DeAnna Thompson
Unsung Hero Award – Harley Miller
Extra Mile Award – Eyvonne Tapper
Friend of the Division Award – Gloria Wonnum
Distinguished Leadership Award – Dee Lindsey

Middle Georgia State University